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FOR MORE GEX GAME HINTS, CALL 
1-900-737-4SOS (4767) 

Presented by Crystal Dynamics o( Palo Alto, California 
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CAMC Ilf-W CHOOSIMC CAMS OPTIOMS 

1. Press the Directional Pad UP/DOWN io highlight an option. 

2. II an option has different settings, press the Directional Pad LEFT/ 
RIGHT to change the setting. 

3 Press any button to start the game or go on to Ihe next menu. 
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Qj&fs, A •» TV Mr 
Ah, Hawaii. A lush tropical paradise, famous for many things: Magnum P.l. 
Hawaiian Eye, that TV show starring Jack Lord’s hair, and most importantly, 
the world's largest population of gecko lizards. That's right, geckos. And one 
family of geckos in particular had a very special problem 

Deep in a valley on Maui lived a gecko family that was just trying to make ends 
meet. Mom had her paws full raising three and a half kids (their numbers were 
dependent upon their regenerative powers) while Dad was away doing research 
for NASA. GEX, the oldest offspring, was a bright lad who would spend his 
days with his friends, surfing, playing the ukulele and throwing poi parties down 
on the beach with the local lady lizards. 
That all changed, though, the day his mother got a call from NASA telling her 
the tragic news. The rocket containing Dad and 10 other volunteers, chosen to 
see if they would eat tapioca pudding in zero gravity, had exploded on the 
launch pad due to a band-aid floating in one of the fuel tanks The family's 
carefree upper-middle-class life was shattered! 

While the rest of the family dealt with their grief in the usual manner (crying, 
infighting and rummaging through Dad's stuff), GEX bottled up his feelings. He 
took refuge in front of the only thing in the house that had always provided him 

GEX I hat in his time of need, all his old and sometimes forgotten 
there, ready to take his mind off his troubles There was Kimba 
, eager to take him on an adventure through the African 
The Six Million Dollar Man would stop by with a quick bionic 

p. The Partridge Family would play a song, and then shake 

(J 
their heads at the wacky antics of Mr. Reuben Kincaid. These 
GEX's true friends, and he was willing to spend the rest of his 
their groovy company. 

Try as she might. GEX's mom could not pry her son away fro 
boob tube. So. after consulting with the family minister and the weird guy 
at work, she decided it was time for a change of scenery. They were going to 

ave Hawaii and start a new life ... in 
California. 

One week later, a moving van pulled up in 
front of the family's new ranch-style home in 
Encino. California, surrounded by white 
picket fences and white supremacists. As the 
moving men unloaded a crate containing 

I his beloved TV, his mother 
d that she was excited about the 

family's new beginning. GEX just laughed 
and told her that was exactly what Maude said to her husband after she went 
through menopause GEX was still having trouble dealing with his father's 
death, but Mom thought she knew just what to do. 

That night, the doorbell rang, and a burly older lizard came in carrying a basket 
of treats. He said his name was Harv and he lived next door and wanted to 
welcome the new neighbors. As he passed out various chocolate-covered bugs 
to GEX's siblings. Harv mentioned a little too loudly that he had one spot left on 
his Saturday All-Pro Girl Watching Team, and was wondering if there was 
someone around to fill it. GEX told him, from in front of the TV, that Jack 
Tripper was available, but only if he could get out of the two dates he had 
made for the same night. EC 
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i practicing all his life for this gig! He's got 
s of batting pineapples around with his loa 

enough is enough Walk softly, little grasshopper, 



<isie of gecko better 
i chicken), moving 
>. hidden booby traps 
eakaway bridges. You 

. Start play; skip or exit text screens 
UP/DOWN selects options; LEFT/ 
changes settings: any direction me 

. Tongue lash/hurl power-up: enter 







SNAPSHOT MILESTONES 

IIGEX loses all his lives, the milestones don't make any 
difference You knew that. 

RVMMIMC OUT OF LIVES 

Your goal is to get your paws on the remote control hidden somewhere in each 
world. (On the map screen, press the P Button to bring down the remote, 

level.) 

You start out with 3 lives. If you take too much damage and lose all your hit 
paws, you lose 1 of your lives. 
When you lose a life, you will restart the level from the beginning. If you lose all 
lives, including any bonus lives you've collected, the game ends and Rez takes 
one more step toward bronzing a gecko as the network mascot! 

Remember to save your games (up to 3) so you don't always have to start 
from the beginning (see page 21). 
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i everythin! 

i world, and the game will be automatically 



CLUES 

RCtVMIMC C CAA4IMC 
JAVCO CAA4XJ 
To resume a saved game, move GEX to the 
VCR on any world map and press Ihe A 

BX The flying TVs are compliments of Rez. When you 
whack these aerial bombs with a rail whip, they start a 'r" 
countdown. Don't be in the way when they explode. 

X Find the special tricks in each world to overcome the tough 
spots For example, slap the floating skulls with a tail whip to 

knock out Rez's TVs. 





EPILEPSY WARNING 
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